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Introduction
The need to compare two or more documents arises in a variety of situations. Some
instances include detection of plagiarism in academic settings and comparing versions
of computer programs. Extensive research has been performed on comparing
documents based on their content (Si et al., 1997; Brin et al., 1995) and there also
exist several tools such as windiff to visually compare a pair of documents. However,
little work has been done on providing an effective visual interface to facilitate the
comparison of more than two documents simultaneously. Versioning Machine
(Schreibman et al., 2003) is a web-based interface that provides the facility to view
multiple versions of a document, along with the changes across versions. Motivated
by Versioning machine (VM), we build a tool MultiVersioner that facilitates viewing
multiple versions of multiple documents at once, and provides the user with a rich set
of information regarding their comparison. The primary user during the development
of MultiVersioner was Tanya Clement, a doctoral candidate in English at the
University of Maryland, who researches the works of experimental poets.

Related Work
ScentHighlights (Chi et al., 2005) has demonstrated the effectiveness of using colorcoded highlighting to display the similarities and differences across documents. There
exist literature (Brin et al., 1995) and tools like CHECK (Si et al., 1997) and MOSS
(MOSS) on plagiarism and source code comparison, which are relevant to our work.
FeatureLens (Don et al., 2007) facilitates pattern finding in text collections by
providing visualizations of the results of text mining algorithms.

In Tanya Clement’s research, she compares not only versions of a single poem, but
also multiple versions across several poems. VM can display the versions of just one
document at a time. To open another document, all versions of the current document
have to be closed first. VM also does not provide any search capabilities.

Description of the Interface
Background
The two-fold goal of MultiVersioner is to provide an effective overview of the
content and size of all documents, as well as to provide a detailed display, along with
a variety of search capabilities, in accordance with the Info-Viz Mantra Overview first,
zoom and filter, details on demand (Shneiderman 1996).
MultiVersioner is implemented in Java 6.0 using the Swing GUI toolkit. It uses the
same input format file as VM, an XML file, containing information about the various
additions and deletions made across all versions of a document. MultiVersioner
contains a built-in parser to parse these XML files. Loading an XML file opens all the
versions of a poem in separate version panels and multiple such documents can be
loaded simultaneously. Version panels are displayed in the central part of the interface
with a tool panel located on the right. The name of the version appears on top of the
respective version panel. The names of all the versions of a particular document are
displayed in the same color in order to group them together.
Overview
In the overview, words are denoted by equal sized boxes. Hovering over a box pops
up a tooltip containing the entire sentence, with the current word being displayed in
bold. In the tooltip, words added in the current version are shown in blue, and words
deleted are shown in red. Clicking on a box brings up a detail window (Figure 1)
containing the entire sentence. The purpose of the detail window is to display a
sentence of interest on the screen, analogous to a post-it note. The detail windows can
be made either opaque or transparent, and can either be moved around, or aligned
together. A line is drawn between a detail window and its corresponding location in
the version panel, to keep track of its origin. A detail window could be closed either
by right clicking it and choosing close, or by simply dragging it out of the screen.
Text View
Word boxes are used primarily to obtain an overview of all the documents. To explore
the versions in detail, a representation displaying the actual sentences, instead of word
boxes, is preferred (Figure 2).
Search
The basic search feature is the word search (Figure 2). A search bar is provided where
the user can type in a word or a phrase to be searched across all documents. A search
can be made case-sensitive if desired. Alternatively, a word can be searched by rightclicking an instance of it. Inspired by ScentHighlights (Chi 2005 et al., 2005), Search
results are color-coded. The instances of a searched word in all documents are
highlighted using the same color. A search history as well as the facility to clear
search results is available.

A line search feature is available as well. Right-clicking the anchor-box present at the
beginning of a line triggers a line search, where the specified line will be searched
across all documents and lines similar to it are highlighted.
Word Frequency Table
MultiVersioner computes a frequency table containing the number of occurrences of
each unique word in all documents and their versions. When comparing different
versions of a document or comparing different documents that are related, researchers
in literature need to identify unique and common words and sentences. It has been
shown that an approach as simple as a frequency table listing is powerful in providing
insight by letting users know which words are common across documents and which
ones are unique to a single document (Filippova, 2007).
Other features
There are sliders available to control the version panel height, width and the sizes of
the word boxes. MultiVersioner also has a scroll lock, used when the documents are
long, to synchronize the scrolling of the documents with each other.

EVALUATION
The first three authors were the developers who benefitted from regular feedback
from the last three authors. Feedback on specific sections of MultiVersioner are listed
below.
Document layout: Tanya Clement wanted all versions of a single document to be
distinguishable from other documents. We achieved this by using the same color for
the titles of all the version panels associated with the same document.
Search: The ability to search for words across the documents was greatly appreciated
by Clement. She also provided positive feedback on the color-coded highlighting of
the search results.
Text View vs Overview: Clement stressed that while she prefers seeing the actual
words, rather than they being represented as word boxes (a thought which was echoed
by Shneiderman and Plaisant). She added that though view consisting of a large
number of documents and versions, the text view was more useful for her analysis.
Miscellaneous features: Clement found the synchronized scrolling to be helpful. As it
was difficult to associate the detail window to its originating location, she suggested
linking them by drawing a line.

Conclusions and Future Work
While several tools compare documents, our work facilitates the visual comparison of
multiple versions of documents. We build on the Versioning Machine by allowing
the user to compare multiple documents, each of which consists of multiple versions.
We also provide the ability to search for entities such as words and lines across the
documents and versions and analyze their frequency patterns. MultiVersioner was
designed to compare small poems, and future work need to address the problem of
longer documents. Utilizing the entire screen space, by dynamically resizing all open
documents to fit the screen, should be examined.
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Fig. 1 Overview of multiple versions of two poems. Sentences of interest are shown
using detail windows, which are linked to their respective version panels by lines.

Fig. 2 A text view of versions of two poems. Four different searches for the words
“contrast”, “buff”, “spiked” and “bugle” are performed across all versions of both
poems. Each instance of searched word is highlighted using the same color in all
documents.

